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Jim: For those that are new to MechaNation, in short, what’s it all about?
Jean E Dugas: MechaNation isn’t your typical novel series. Sure, it has roughly the same
components as your regular fair, but it’s put together in such a way that it’s like a cinematic
experience for your mind.
The reader first comes into the story arc in 2047, initially in fictitious Lobar City. At this time in
human evolution, mechanical augmentation has been superseded by Nanotechnology, pioneered
and refined during the final years of the War of 2018.
The six main characters are introduced through a dossier‐format as a specialized unit of Lazarus
Nanotech, the world’s top biotech firm. Their prime directive is to track and retrieve stolen Lazarus
biotechnology that has found its way to the Nano Black Market.
There’s a bit of story‐building in the first 40 or so pages, but it’s building towards a terrifically
dynamic event that will turn the whole world on its ear. It’s difficult to tell much more without major
spoilers, but I’ll give everyone a little hint: Mix one part visionary‐but‐possible technology with one
part ultimately evil villain, blend into a tech‐hungry and highly populated society, and the result
might look something like the zombie of the future. It’s but one little piece of an epic story arc now
entering its fourth title.
Jim: What was it that led to the decision to incorporate graphics into your writing?
Jean: Ironically, I was approached by a digital artist early in 2012 who had seen some of my one‐off
cyber/nanopunk renders and pitched a collaboration to produce a graphic novel series. After I
produced the concept art and the back stories for some test characters, the other artist and I went
back and forth for several weeks on various ideas. During the work‐up time, I read up on some of his
projects, and frankly, his material shocked me to a point that, for moral reasons, I needed to sever
ties immediately.
After working up all of those ideas which included some great character renders, I felt that the
material had merit for at least one novel. I’d never come across visual representations of the
characters in a novel, and it seemed like something fun, so why waste the effort!

Jim: What about the monumental leap into an animated series? Has reader feedback been part of
the decision?
Jean: Actually, it was kind of a snow‐balling idea that originated as an evolution of the MechaNation
book trailer for YouTube. I found that I really enjoyed the creative process involved in transferring an
idea that only exists in 2D and making it real with 3D animation. The first scene where the camera
flies around the destroyed city floored me! I was wearing a grin for weeks as I saw it come to life.
I also learned quite a bit about CG animation over the four months of production time. Like many
authors, to see your characters leap off the page and move in 3D space is something we all dream
about. I usually work up a list of live‐action actors and actresses that would fit various character
roles for fun while writing my novels.
Since I don’t have access to the equipment or a massive bankroll, CGI is very accessible for a low‐
budget production. Sets, cameras, weather, lighting… It’s all easily controlled. And as opposed to
live‐action, it doesn’t hurt that actor disputes can be settled with a handy Delete key if they want to
put up a fight.

Jim: Where do the animated episodes fit into the story?
Jean: Initially, I was going to backtrack to just before the first MechaNation novel started, now that I
have the freedom to create new material and a fairly unlimited space to do that with. The project is
still in its infancy, and as it also has the fundraising‐side of things which offers those who help back
the project at various levels the option to have a character either named after them or modeled to
their likeness with their input on the details, I’m outlining that variable into the events of the first
novel. In the long run, the series will be a more fleshed‐out version of the novels with new scenes
and interactions spliced to suit. It’s a fantastic setting to play with and I’m eager to get the first
sequence banged out.

Jim: The production of quality CGI animation is always an ambitious project, but when you throw
LuxRender into the mix it becomes a whole other magnitude of ambitious. Did you consider
applications other than DAZ Studio, Reality 2 and LuxRender? What was it about these programs,
and particularly Lux that stuck?
Jean: An excellent question with a convoluted answer! For me, the toolset was something I’d
invested not only monetary funds into learning, but quite a bit of time. Daz Studio wasn’t actually
the first program I picked up, but the incredibly complicated Blender, and then Vue Esprit several
years back. I ran my very first test animation in Vue over 27 hours and netted mere seconds of
1080P ‘footage’. It was a long pan‐in shot over a desert scene for my Rose Petals and Gunpowder
series that I first tried my hand at animating. After I did the math, I found that the render time alone
would be over ten years at the quality level I wanted to achieve on my then current hardware, so I
put the project on the backburner. After the Vue fiasco, I picked up educational‐versions of the

Adobe suite and Sculptris, finding the software easier to dive into, but still something that was going
to take a considerable learning curve to master.
One day while aimlessly browsing the net, I came across deviantArt and some pretty incredible stills
that had been rendered in Studio. I picked up DS3A for a reasonable sum (back when you had to Pay
for it!) and started exploring the base gen 3 and 4 characters. Even without the dubious manual, it
was easy to learn, create stills, and I had several banged out in just a few hours of messing around
with some basic content. I racked up a good bit of content and converted my RPGP project into a
rendered graphic novel idea. I made two videos for youtube (I think they’re still up) that are a sort of
graphic novel with voice‐overs, moody music and sound effects. It filled the need for awhile, but I
never got the animating bug out of my system. Two months later (around November of 2010), I ran
across Reality 1.2 in the Daz store, and a whole new world of quality rendering through LuxRender
opened my eyes to that high‐end look I’d been searching for. Thousands of still renders and a few
years later, I felt I was ready to take another crack at something big!

Jim: What is it about Lux that puts it ahead of 3Delight, at least as far as your personal decision?
Jean: Beside the facts of biased versus unbiased and physically‐based materials, the way Lux renders
such a beautifully realistic image as (relatively) quickly as it does is about as close to real
photography as I can get in a digital environment. Yes, 3Delight can render an image to film‐quality
(portions of the film 'District 9' utilized a higher‐end version of 3Delight) but for the average user, it
will take double or even triple the render time that it would take Lux to achieve a similar‐‐if not
better‐‐image quality. I was skeptical about this when Paolo noted something similar, so of course I
put it to the test. And damn the luck, he was right! What Lux can do in a fraction of that time with
the same scene is unprecedented. The way Lux and 3Delight read and render light is a literal
difference between night and day.

Jim: Do you rely solely on CPU methods or do you incorporate hybrid or pure GPU rendering?
Jean: I'm glad that you mentioned GPU, as I really love the technology and its capability. Rendering
with GPU is like having all the CPU cores of ILM at your disposal, but unfortunately, scene size is
limited to what will fit on the video card's RAM. This precarious shortfall wasn't something I learned
until after the fact. Regarding Lux specifically, SmallLux's GPU function is great when it works, but as
the developers have noted, it's still very much in the experimental stage, and in my use, extremely
finicky.
In testing prior to biting into the large‐scale MN project, I ran a few animations of the Sandman
character in pure GPU mode. Even on my old GTS450's (which were run in SLI but unfortunately the
added RAM made no difference towards scene capacity) I ran 122 frames to 350 passes each in just
8 hours! The problem was that I had to limit the texture sizes to just 2K to fit it onto the primary
card, which resulted in his eyes disappearing. That, and the GPU‐version of Lux's shaders don't look
nearly as good as just pure CPU Lux.

Short answer: I run the vast majority of images in straight CPU mode, mainly because most of my
scenes are quite massive and easily eclipse the measly 1024MB of RAM available. I know there's a
few cards out there with more RAM, but the largest I've come across is 6GB and will set you back a
paltry 5 grand USD (Note my sarcasm of 'paltry'). Hybrid mode is more for testing, as I've
encountered a lot of instability when it does work, but I'm eagerly looking forward to a version of
Hybrid that uses the system's available RAM coupled to the blazing fast processing power of the GPU
card, and all is stable! That still seems like a distant accomplishment with any software currently
available.
Along the GPU lines, I've been reading a lot about cloud‐based GPU rendering. While I will count
myself among the interested parties, it's still another technology that's accompanied by a rather
steep cost and questionable accessibility at present. Lux is Open Source (free!!), produces stunning
results, and I can run it (stills at least) on a reasonably outfitted PC, so that's where I'll stay planted
until a better solution presents itself.

Jim: Is all of the content to be featured in MechaNation sourced from content brokerages like DAZ
3D? If not, what other sources do you employ – does MN feature any of your own models?
Jean: My modeling skills are still very much on the amateur level, but I do a lot of texturing for
existing content products to suit my needs. Short answer: about 75% comes from brokerage firms
like Daz and Renderosity (and some of the lesser known houses like Vanishing Point, OnTarget3D,
etc), but I’m a grateful freebie whore. ShareCG content takes up an awful lot of room on my hard
drive!
I’d love to be able to model everything that appears on screen, but for projects like MN, it just isn’t a
viable route. I learned early on that studios have hundreds of modelers and texture artists (and
thousands of CPU processing cores) for good reason! It takes an incredible amount of time just for
one prop or character model to be ‘screen ready’, and again, I’m grateful that there is a community
that makes ace content very affordable for people like me.

Jim: I know that you have released a number of commercial texture sets for existing products. How
much of your retexturing skills have made it into MN?
Jean: All of the main character skin textures have been through the Gimp machine for MN.
(Blacksmith 3D is another fantastic tool for this, now named realityPaint, but Gimp usually fits the
bill for me). High‐resolution (4k and up) textures are an absolute must when rendering in any
appreciably definition, such as what Lux can attain, but conversely, this is what takes up so much
room in memory. A lot of editing time is spent on using reference images and touching up seams to
make them as seamless as possible, as well as custom bump and Normal map creation to
complement every character and any shot that features close‐up detail like concrete, weathering on
metal and weapons, on an on. I’m an OCD nut when it comes to details, and reworking sets sedates

some of that.
To that end, Sandman and Barley’s augmented appendages are also my own, with the geometry
based off the Cyperpunk for M4 set on Daz. Perfect Sin for V4 and Tantalus for M4 were both a one‐
off set with two versions: a normal skin set and the glowing set with appropriate bump and normal
maps for those as well. Numerous character clothing items and props get a customization treatment
in Gimp to some degree—for nametags, dirt, blood, trans maps, etc; I frequently reskin buildings and
signs to suit the setting and kit‐bash the hell out of accrued content. There’s also a lot of shader‐
based magic conjured through the Reality plug‐in; I spend hours setting those little devils up and
rack up dozens of test renders. It’s a grueling process but everything in a Lux scene is effort in‐effort
out.

Jim: What do you make of claims that content use does not result in art?
Jean: In my experience, there’s a lot of negativity circling around ‘ready to render’ content and its
relevance to art. To a large degree, there’s a hidden bias by the hordes of traditionalists who view
anything pre‐prepared as soulless. This particular genre of Digital Art (that being users of RTR
content) are grouped into a box as cheats and hacks, and beyond that, ultimately ignored in the
grand scale of things.
Personally, it’s a great toolset for those just getting into this new digital medium, or others who
don’t possess the skill or have the time/software/what have you/ to do it ‘the old fashioned way’. To
my own end, it’s not all that different to what studios employ; I just go about it a little differently,
i.e., purchasing prefabricated content and making it work for my needs. That’s not so different to
larger productions farming the digital work out to choice freelancers and picking the best of the lot
to use for a given project.
Using ‘RTR’ content is great for everyone involved, and there’s a thriving community to attest to it.
Those who create can make a living through this medium that might not be appreciated anywhere
else. The content users have the opportunity to go beyond the base models and make something
they can truly call their own. Everybody wins, and to hell with the naysayers.

Jim: I know its early days for the project, but can you give a rough outline of how you approach a
scene from creation to rendering, postwork and final animation? Any tips?
Jean: Like anything else, it all starts with an idea. Having a script for anything that shows up on
camera or any character that moves and/or speaks is a huge part of animating. Stills are so easy by
comparison, you just wouldn’t believe unless you’ve tried animating!
After referencing the script/screenplay and detailing the shots and notes for each character, I start
with character preparation, make the necessary texture packs or changes (if not done already) for
the shot in Gimp, and get the character render‐ready in Studio (just the character and accompanying

clothing/props, etc at this stage; no background props). The scene is exported to Luxrender via the
Reality plug‐in and shader settings commence. After several test renders and the back‐and‐forth
from Studio to Lux, and when necessary, editing in Gimp and refreshing Studio to check for
imperfections—be that poke‐through, texture FUBAR, and looking for the X factor—on front, left
and right side and top view renders with settings for the fastest render in Lux (usually an IBL or Sun
light and set to Exterior), I’ll save the perfected shaders for the character in a Lux shaders file
dedicated to the character done through the Reality plug‐in, and save the character as its own scene
file in Studio for merging.
Following all the characters needed for the shot done as above, I refer to the all‐important shot
script and start building the scene minus the characters; fleshing out as many props as needed or as I
can fit (as I’ve found Studio will freak out and slow to a crawl response‐wise if you cram too much
geometry or textured props into a scene, which can be overcome somewhat by switching to the
Smooth Shaded viewport option). Once I have the set decorated to taste, I’ll plug in one character at
a time and start posing or animating—saving Constantly as Studio likes to crash on me at random—
and keep plugging away on character motions until everyone is set for their movements. Scrub,
scrub, scrub! Set‐dependant, I’ll only load the floors and walls, or featured buildings, for this process
and load the completed parts until I get all set and ready to export the full sequence.
When all of that is wrapped and ready to render, I’ll run the first frame on its own to get a
benchmark for how many samples it’s going to take to get a smooth frame in Lux. Exterior scenes
clear up super‐fast (3‐10 minutes for a loaded scene) compared to interior scenes, all settings being
relevant. Like anything with Lux, it’s all about Lighting. At the same time, more lights used
inefficiently=longer render times. It’s all dependant on that run, so it’s difficult to recommend one
particular setting. Sometimes you can get by with just the Sun light—even for an indoor shot—but
most times you’ll need some fill lights. The one constant is to use as few as necessary to keep the
scene efficient. Shader settings are the next item to keep in check, as too much gloss for instance
can create fireflies and ruin a run—a really good reason for running the first frame independently!
Though if you’re considering running an animation in Lux, shader settings are something you’ve
probably (or should!!) have mastered by now.
On postwork, especially with Lux, there’s several schools of thought, but it comes down to how
much postwork you want to do, and IF you can keep it consistent frame to frame. For me, it’s far
easier to do as much in‐camera as possible, so having scenes with smoke and fire emitters, or fog, or
extravagant lighting need to be exceptionally well planned and prepared for. Personally, I like
postwork to be as minimal as possible when animating, but there are certain things you can’t plan
for; a few off the top of my head: If you use the smoothing modifier in Studio, sometimes it fails and
you’ll have to correct a poke‐through issue. Sometimes on long frame runs, it fails big and the
clothing doesn’t get exported at all if you’ve hidden body parts (to make the Lux scene run faster;
good trick, but use judiciously) so you have to run those frames one by one. If you want moving
images to appear like a television screen or a projector (or holograms in my case), there’s a crazy
script you’ll need to learn, which includes some code, but works like a charm.
One shot I did with Sandman in the trailer’s running sequence where he lunges through a broken
window, it took 3 full 24 hour days to render 80‐odd frames. It was indoors, took way longer than it

should have as I didn’t have enough fill lights, and to boot, his kukri knives passed through the
window pane and the building. To correct this monumental flaw, I added glass‐break brush effects in
Gimp to 29 frames, one painstaking movement at a time, and used both the clone brush and
detailed (down to the pixel!) clip, copy, paste, enlarge, and repaint work to make it appear as though
his kukri broke a huge chunk out of the window and hundreds of shards followed a gravitational
path into the air with him.
You see the glass break and fall at full speed, but most of the fine detail from frame to frame is lost
as it’s moving at 30 frames per second. Still, no one knew that was post work except me. End note:
quality takes time and planning—and if you goof—skill to fix it.
Until I figure out an NLE editor, I got by with using Window’s Movie Maker for splicing frames into
animated sequences. I would wholly vouch for getting something better, as there’s only so much
MM can do. Getting quality video out of it is not one, unless you like the .wmv format. There’s lots of
freeware (like Lightworks that even pro’s use) and consumer and/or prosumer‐level software out
there to choose from. Having filter effects and slo‐mo features are nice. Color‐keying is also cool if
you want it. Until I figure out how Lightworks really goes, I’m thinking about snagging Corel’s video
editing software for something a little easier to pick up and run with. After Effects is still king, but
good god is it pricey! Sony Vegas is also pretty slick from the trial software I’ve used, but if it was a
perfect world, whatever gets me to studio quality and is intuitive enough to pick up without a
manual would make me happy.

Jim: Obviously, with a resource intensive engine like LuxRender, render methods and hardware are
huge considerations. What methods will you employ, and what hardware are you aiming to acquire
and put to work?
Jean: Making a scene run as fast as possible and still look good comes down to optimizing lighting
and shader settings with Lux, as well as trying not to cram too many huge textures into RAM (that’s
more of a computer capacity issue, but does limit your scene size). One of the great things about Lux
is that it can handle huge amounts of geometry and never skip a beat; lights to that end as well, but
you better have the CPU fortitude to handle it.
For a recent example, my current machine is a three year old custom‐built PC running Win7 ultimate
on 12GB memory at 1866mhz and a water‐cooled 1090T overclocked on short scenes. It is sufficient
for stills but takes a beating on animation runs. The biggest CPU bruiser was the church scene
around the 2 minute mark of the teaser trailer; it ran for 4 days straight at 9+GB in memory
(9.058xxx) for 186 frames total and around 300 samples per pixel. The biggest offender was the
church itself, which was at 100% daz scale and HUGE. It was comprised of over one hundred massive
textures, and I made lots and lots of normal maps! As a consequence, I had to shut down everything
except windows, Lux and one Chrome browser window to accommodate it!
That shot aside, most of my runs varied between 2‐6GB in memory. If not a detail shot, I ditch the
bump/normal maps and all displacement maps, set the specular as low as I can get by with (staying
away from all black and all white in general, lower is less glossy). For detail shots, I keep the specular
colors below 50 (Gloss numbers are for Reality users. Lux, as I understand it in something like

Blender, is a decimal based setting). The few times I raise it above 30 is for skin and super glossy
surfaces like latex, fresh blood, plastics, occasionally on hair, and some misc. materials. Most of the
metal in the MechaNation world is beat up and weathered, so gloss on Metal materials I keep
around a maximum of 6575 (usually less at 4000‐5500). Same for concrete and tarmac, if not wet. I
like to set everything to real world materials, and yes, that takes a lot of preparation time!
On the proposed machine, I’ll be utilizing 32 cores (the first purchase thus far are four 8‐core AMD
Opteron 6128’s for you spec nerds) spread between 2 server‐spec nodes and upgrading RAM until
hitting capacity for each board. The boards on my list are the Asus KGPE D16 Dual Socket mains.
From the reading I’ve done, these units can run on Windows 7 Ultimate versus the $1300 windows
server software. All told, it’ll be around 3K US give or take, but they will be able to handle the
massive scenes, tons of characters, and lots of environmental effects that take place during the
project, and handle long animation runs without worry of component failure.
My previous Kickstarter‐proposed machine was around 7k, but this one I will build myself and save a
small fortune!

Jim: Given that you had everything you needed to make MechaNation a reality, how long do you
expect the project will take to complete?
Jean: The idea from the beginning was to produce episodes in 15 minute running times until I run
out of material. If rendered on the slaves, a completely edited and finished episode would be
punched out every few months (as completed). It’s going to be a juggle to record the voice portions,
but the timeline applies to principle scene renders.
The general breakdown before editing follows something like this: Scene set‐up usually can be done
in a day or two, animating about the same, and shader set‐up expedited by having my go‐to library
of shaders when available or a few hours when not. (The same could be said of animation as I save
my animation data for reuse).

Jim: How can fellow 3D enthusiasts, sci‐fi, and techno variety punks help make MN a reality?
Jean: There are several ways, actually! Toward getting the render slaves built, I have a project‐
supporter page on my website with details to how anyone can become a part of this project! Head
to crimsonworx.com and look for the Project MN tab on the navigation buttons, handily marked with
a big, red **NEW!!** label. There you will find the outline of the project and several packages with
accumulating rewards that include your choice of ebooks, a project‐exclusive supporter T‐shirt, a
character named after you, or for the grand daddy of them all, I will put your face onto a character
with your name and the details of your character to your liking who will appear in an episode!
The easiest way, as well as the cheapest, is to buy a book! The crimsonworx.com website has them
readily linked to the Amazon page. Might as well get a taste of what to expect, eh?
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